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ABSTRACT. The development of new enabling devices is one of the most credible short and medium-term applications of brain-computer interfaces (BCI). Unlike many other recent assistive technologies (AT), present BCI systems usually do not result from a "design for all" approach, since they are mainly effective for people suffering from severe motor disabilities. However, many authors have shown that it is crucial to take into account adaptability, flexibility, customisability and other ergonomics related criteria while designing a BCI-based AT. In this paper, we specify a framework that could expedite the transferability of BCI experiments from labs to clinical departments and later to patients’ homes. We highlight the interest of designing dedicated experimentation facilities (RBCIE) in which the developed BCI systems can be efficiently tested and validated. More generally, we highlight the interest of a multidisciplinary design approach introducing human factors at the core of concerns.
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1. Introduction

A Brain-Machine Interface (BMI) aims at establishing a direct communication channel between user's brain and a man-made system. Several types of BMIs have been considered and experimented, such as neuroprostheses for restoring sensing capacities -- cochlear implants and more recently artificial retinas -- or motor capabilities (Velliste et al., 2008). In the last two decades, many research teams have focused their work on non-invasive Brain-Computer Interfaces (BCI) that allow a user to send commands to a computer through the recording and online processing of his EEG (electrical activity of the brain recorded along the scalp).

Whereas recent works have reported the use of non invasive BCIs for virtual reality control, entertainment and gaming (Allison et al., 2013; ), many BCI researchers stay focused on the development of BCIs assisting severely disabled people in maintaining or recovering autonomy. Thus, various experimental BCI systems (Bekaert et al., 2009 ; Mak and Wolpaw, 2009 ; Millán et al., 2010) can restore communication (Wolpaw et al., 2002) or mobility (Galán et al., 2008), allow object handling (Müller-Putz et al., 2005), control an artificial limb (Pfurtscheller et al., 2000 ; McFarland et al., 2008) or elements of the environment (Guger et al., 2008) and have also been regarded as a new therapeutic approach to rehabilitation (Dobkin, 2007 ; Van Langenhove et al., 2008 ; Daly and Wolpaw, 2008).

Brain-computer interfacing is an interdisciplinary research field where many disciplines interact, such as neurobiology, neuroscience, computer and electrical engineering, robotics, ergonomics, cognitive psychology. Nevertheless, BCI research experiments and evaluation are usually described in the literature either from the technical or from the medical point of view. From the technical point of view, performance means accuracy and speed of signal processing and classification methods (Lotte et al., 2007 ; Bashashati et al., 2007). Performance can be evaluated through BCI competitions that “compare and select the best of breed in data analysis for EEG brain signals” (BBCI 2011). From the clinical point of view, performance evaluation implies clinical experiments involving people with severe motor disabilities, such as totally locked-in patients (LIS) who are unable to move or communicate due to a complete paralysis of all their voluntary muscles. In the last years, an increasing number of papers report experimental studies performed in a clinical framework on patients with severe neurological disorders (Cincotti et al., 2008, Kübler et al., 2013). Several teams have investigated whether or not disabled people can efficiently operate a BCI compared to healthy people (Silvoni et al., 2009 ; Ortner et al., 2011 ; Ang et al., 2011). Others have presented a methodology to measure individual user’s ability to control a BCI-based Assistive Technology (AT) (Randolph and Moore, 2010 ; Allison and Neuper, 2010) or to adapt BCIs to individual users in order to expedite the technology-fit process. Indeed, while interaction and interfacing centred on the final user has already been widely studied in traditional Human Machine Systems (HMS), this issue is just being considered in BCIs (Tan and Nijholt, 2010, Allison et al., 2013). Even if the specificities of handicapped people are taken into account by BCI teams in their studies (Birbaumer et al., 2008 ; Parini et al., 2009 ; Nijboer and Broemann, 2010), human factors and
ergonomic aspects in the experimental framework are not often reported (Nijboer et al., 2010; Kleih et al., 2010; Holz et al., 2013a).

Few BCI laboratories report on a successful long term use of non invasive BMIs at home by severely handicapped people (Birbaumer et al., 1999; Sellers et al., 2010; Holz et al., 2013b). Other teams report on experimentations in home environment in which a disabled patient has been excluded from the experimental protocol because the BCI system failed to detect a reliable feature in his input signals (Nijboer et al., 2008). It seems that a wide gap still exists between the development of BMIs inside research laboratories and the implementation of such systems at severely disabled patient homes. For an effective daily use by severely handicapped people with little or no supervising, BCIs must identify and adapt to the needs, wishes and abilities of potential users. Thus, several teams develop BCIs including more and more attractive HMIs such as the Virtual Reality cave-like system (Friedman et al., 2007), while others work on the development of universal BCIs (Allison, 2009; Miralles, 2010).

To cross the bridge in between, we propose to consider a dedicated physical experimentation space, namely a Room for BCI Experimentation (RBCIE), as a relevant tool for the development of BCIs just as simulators are standard tools for the development of traditional Human Machine Systems (Biswas and Robinson, 2007).

In this paper, we first show in which ways a RBCIE can help at the transferability of BCI systems to patient homes by dealing with their needs in real environment early in the development process. Then, we introduce a BCI user centred design according to a global quality approach which puts the patient at the centre of the concerns in accordance with four axes – needs, safety, well-being and effective everyday life purpose. In the following section, we detail how a RBCIE can highly contribute to the two last axes. We conclude on the actual need of focusing on ergonomic and human factors all along the design process, following a quality approach, in order to allow BCIs becoming ATs well adapted to severely impaired people.

2. Why a RBCIE ?

As the first phase of proof-of-concept is already done, we are now to the way on the second phase, the emulation one, where the developed technologies need to be tested and adapted (Mason et al., 2007), in order to commercialise them and to provide them to end-users in their daily life environment. For that purpose, we propose to perform experimentations in a RBCIE in order to analyse performance variability, to validate BCI systems and protocols, to assess the ecological validity of BCIs and to expedite the transferability of BCIs to patient homes by simulating daily life situations.
2.1. Analysis of variability

When designing BCIs for handicapped people, one question is how and to which extent this BCI can generate an automatic control of a device while ensuring the reliability of the HMS. The performance variability of the HMS depends on three main factors: the user (inter and intra individual differences), the experimental framework and the activity (Jacko, 2003). The user variability is mainly due to attention problems, postures, bio-mechanical and physiological constraints, problem solving difficulties, sensory perception disorders and stress management. The experimental framework variability is directly related to the protocol itself and to the experimental conditions. The activity variability is mainly due to its mental aspect.

A RBCIE has to isolate individual sources of variability and study how they interact with each other. For example, the physiological patterns used in BCIs show a significant variation from one user to another (Schreuder et al., 2013). To analyze this user variability, it is necessary to fully control the experimental framework and to precisely describe the required mental activity. A RBCIE ensures this control all along the BCI design phase thanks to fully mastered environment and protocol.

In the same way, it is important to introduce everyday life environmental perturbations during experiment sessions and to check the stability of experimental conditions in order to ensure the reliability and the robustness of the BCIs. A RBCIE enables extensive experimentation over long time periods and in various environmental situations. It is crucial to assess the effect of variability on BCI performance (Gowreesunker et al., 2011).

The mental activity required to generate a discriminating pattern, necessary to control the device, is often abstract (hand moving, counting …). In this regard, each user can settle different scenarios (pressing a ball, drumming fingers, scratching, counting one by one, seven by even, starting at 0 or not, …). So, for a given user, in constant environmental conditions, the RBCIE enables to measuring the impact of the mental activity variability on the HMS performances. Consequently, it enables to select the optimal mental scenario for a given purpose for each user.

In real life situations, the three variabilities are concomitant. In the RBCIE, the 3 variabilities can be analysed separately but also combined. This ensures the robustness of the designed BCI.

2.2. Validate BCI systems and protocols

The BCI experimentations can be settled either to approve a protocol, to confirm some behaviour hypothesis, to confirm models, tools or new BCI communication paradigms. Thus, a RBCIE could be usable for different experimentations intended for various recipients (patients with different disabilities, neuroscientists, engineering researchers, psychologists, linguists) with different objectives and sometimes performed with an incomplete knowledge of the overall issue. In any case, a lot of data need to be collected including those measuring the behaviour of
the subject, the activity of all the people involved in the experiment (subject, experimenter, caretaker), the ambience parameters and the activity conditions. That alone justifies the interest of a specifically equipped space such as a RBCIE.

2.3. Assess the ecological validity of BCIs

Since BCI-based AT are mainly intended to assist disabled people, not only in a clinical context but also at home, the ecological validity of the BCI carried out have to be assessed. When experimentations are settled in engineer science laboratories, BCIs are often validated by means of experimentations in highly controlled environmental conditions using healthy users (students, researchers, engineers) who do not have necessarily the same needs, expectations, and practices as disabled people. This can lead to a low ecological validity particularly when cognitive processes are involved (Kerrick and Medowell, 2009). The use of a RBCIE could expedite the evaluation of the BCI in a more or less controlled ecology. Indeed, two additional issues are related to the non perceptive nature of BCIs. First, as brain activity is not a communication channel between people, neither the interaction between the subject and the BCIs nor the subject command understanding are not directly observable. Second, the evaluated BCI is at the same time the object of evaluation and the evaluation tool. With respect to these issues, a RBCIE could help at developing specific evaluation tools. Moreover, most of BCI applications for severely handicapped people only consider data coming from the mental activity. To improve the reliability of the BCIs, to make this new technology suitable for less disabled people, but also to expedite the usability evaluation of the BCIs, the RBCIE could be equipped with sensors to acquire human senses information such as vision, auditory and feel as well as brain activity and physiological data. Thus, more and more researchers of the BCI community develop hybrid BCIs involving either several brain activity sources (pure hybrid BCIs), or a brain activity combined with a physiological one (physiological hybrid BCI) or a brain activity and another input (mixed hybrid BCI) (Pfurtscheller et al., 2010; Amiri et al., 2013).

2.4. Expedite the transferability of BCIs to patient homes by simulating daily life situations

Home BCI implementation is difficult for many different reasons. Indeed, the equipment comprising electrodes, caps, amplifier, and computers is neither plug and play nor easy to use. It requires time to be set up as well as enlightened caretaker assistance. The BCI system needs a continuous technical support to regularly update the system parameters to calibrate the system or to intervene in case of system failure. It can need long training periods, sometimes months (Birbaumer, 2006) and the communication rate is rather slow (one to three characters per minute in case of spellers operated by handicapped people). Moreover, it requires a continuous controlled attention and is very emotional energy consuming to communicate with the system for a long period of time.
One of the advantages of supervised experiments, namely in vitro experiments, is to enable high reproducibility of experimental conditions and to simulate complex, unusual or critical situations (Davis et al., 2009; Nam et al., 2010). In addition, maintenance problems and remote system management could be settled before the home transfer.

But, to expedite the transferability of BCIs to patients’ homes, BCI research must still put a lot of emphasis on real-world experimentations with disabled people (Vaughan et al., 2006). The simulation of home-like environments, namely in vivo experiments, in a modular RBCIE would enhance the usability of the BCIs by simulating situations more or less close to everyday life conditions.

3. A global approach to BCI systems design

Since 2007, we mostly focus our research activity on the development of palliative communication interfaces. First of all, we developed a portable system capable of quickly adapting to the patient by means of screening data (Van Langenhove et al., 2008). Then, in order to transfer lab experiments to clinical use, we aimed at defining the most adapted and ergonomic experimental framework for the patients by collaborating with a rehabilitation engineer specialised in new assistive technologies (occupational therapist) (Leclercq et al., 2010). This collaboration did encourage us, as others researchers (Cincotti et al., 2008; Parini et al., 2009), to consider the usability of BCIs for less severely handicapped people such as patients suffering from the Duchene Muscular Dystrophy (DMD), a progressive disease resulting in muscle degeneration, difficulty walking, difficulty breathing, and death. There is a double benefit to open BCI-based AT to these patients since traditional communication channels are still standing for a while. First, the patient progressively adapts to the technology and the tool can be progressively adapted to the evolution of the disease. As an example, Birbaumer (2006) related that none of the 7 ALS patients who were trained to their SCP-BCI after entering the complete locked-in state were able to achieve a lasting BCI control and communication. On the opposite, 7 ALS patients who were trained before entering in the locked-in state were capable of continuing to use the BCI afterwards. As a second benefit, the patient can be included in the BCI design process thanks to the remaining communication channels. In this way, researchers involved in the BRAIN project develop user-centred methods focusing on a direct involvement and engagement of the final user within both design and evaluation of the BCI systems (Gräser, 2008)

The different approaches to User-Centred Design (UCD) are based a lot on the international standard ISO 9241-210/2010 (Human Centred Design for Interactive Systems). This standard defines a general process for including human-centred activities throughout a development life-cycle composed of four groups, namely the specification of the context of use, the specification of the user requirements, the creation of the design solution, and the evaluation of the design (Buurman, 1997). It is now acknowledged that UCD optimizes the fit and leads to more usable systems, especially in systems that involve human-computer interaction or software. The
involvement of end-users is particularly important in the case of assistive products as the designers are usually not themselves disabled and are therefore unlikely to be aware of these requirements (Bradley and Dunlop, 2008).

This upstream collaboration between researchers and the final users led us to follow a quality approach (Figure 1) inspired by the PDSA (Plan Do Study Act) cycle defined by Deming (Moen and Norman, 2006) which is de facto user-centred. This approach is a cyclic process for planning, formalising and testing improvement activities all along the product life-cycle. Such a cycle induces a continuous improvement of the quality. Now, it implies a product not only with high technical performance but also easy to use and fitting with user practices and activities. Software quality in ISO/IEC 9126 standard is categorised from a user perspective as functionality, reliability, usability, efficiency, maintainability and portability (Bevan, 1999).

![Figure 1. BCI User-Centred Design according to a Quality Approach](image)

Considering a BCI UCD according to a quality approach logically associates the Plan phase with the analysis of human factors and interactions involved in the BCI system and with disabled user requirements. The Do phase is then associated with the user-centred design itself. The disabled patient is involved as a protagonist of the design as soon as his handicap allows it. The Study phase is associated with BCI technical and ecological evaluation by performing experiments in a more or less controlled environment inside the RBCIE. Finally, the Act phase consists in improving the BCI system towards the evaluation results. Thus, the BCI design process is part of a continuous loop so that researchers can identify and change the parts of this process that need improvements. This iterative process enables adaptations to the individual characteristics and then avoids focusing on the limits of the device or on the experimenter's skills.
This quality approach puts the patient at the centre of the concerns in accordance with four main aspects: his needs, his well-being, his safety, and an effective everyday life purpose (Figure 2).

![Diagram](image.png)

**Figure 2. Existing BCI systems (grey ellipse) – RBCIE contribution to BCI systems (shaded ellipse)**

It is important to take into account the patient well-being and needs with respect to his handicap or his disease specificities in BCI systems design as well as in the RBCIE one. Accessibility, ergonomic arrangement, space organisation, user comfort are concerned human factors to focus on in order to improve the system dependability. The RBCIE design must be based on existing guidelines on EEG biomedical departments (Malkin, 2002; Binnie et al., 2003; ) and on ergonomic space layout practices (Letho and Buck, 2008) in compliance with accessibility national or international standards or regulation (JORF, 2005; Federal Register, 2004) and of course in compliance with national regulations and laws. In France, designing a RBCIE requires a building agreement by the DRASS to insure that facilities are well suited to research, and compatible with people safety. Many conditions have to be checked: the building has to be compliant with the standard, a safety cabinet with emergency devices such as oxygen units, or defibrillators must be quickly accessible, and an emergency procedure must be well-defined.

As BCI research mainly deals with patients needs by developing specific tools for communication and control, mobility assistance, rehabilitation and entertainment, they are mainly evaluated in terms of functionality and efficiency.
(Millán et al., 2010). A systematic emphasis on other needs such as user-friendliness, easiness of use, aesthetic (Münßinger et al., 2010), would lead to more generic and intuitive interfaces customisable by the final user according to his own desires and needs (Gräser, 2008). Experimenting these systems in a modular RBCIE in home-like situations, including environment perturbations scenarios, would increase their maintainability and reliability while improving their usability. Finally, the conformity assessments of the medical devices as well as ethical considerations have to be regarded to ensure the safety of the patient (Tamburrini, 2009; Grübler et al., 2013).

4. USER-CENTRED CONSIDERATIONS: RBCIE CONTRIBUTION TO BCI SYSTEMS DESIGN

4.1. Well Being

4.1.1. Accessibility: markings and facilities

Around the RBCIE, an environment suitable for both motor-disabled and able-bodied people has to be thought. Accessibility needs to be considered from a global point of view taking into account different kinds of disabilities and different profiles of users. Generally speaking, resting facilities, ramps, parking spaces and access are needed to make area access easier. Mobility impairments which involve the use of wandering assistance (walking assistance, wheelchair, scooter, walker frames…) will affect space allowance and clutter. Grasping areas need to be set up according to the disabled capabilities to reach door handles, digital locks, entry phones or light switches. Auditory or visual impairments lead to locate visual, tactile or kinaesthetic signage at specific places. It also leads to use realistic pictures to mark the different spaces and their functions. Whatever the signage, the most important is its efficiency and immediacy (Preisez and Smith, 2010).

These accessibility constraints highlight the inherent difficulties to implement a RBCIE out of a clinical environment, even if the non-medical buildings where the facilities are installed are often public ones and therefore gradually standardised according to the legal requirements for example, the “Equality and Handicap 2005” law in France).

4.1.2. Space organisation and ergonomic arrangement

Organising the space consists in first defining the parts dedicated to the different participants, their communication channels and the circulation loop and then dealing with space fitting.

In accordance with the literature (Cincotti et al., 2008), it seems relevant to split the RBCIE into two distinct well-identified spaces: one observation space dedicated to experimenters to control the whole experiment, and one experimentation space dedicated to the subject. In the experimentation space, a manoeuvring clearance space and an ergonomic workspace are at least required. The observation space will
be organised such as to define an ergonomic workplace for the experimenter, a welcome place for the subject, a waiting space for the caretaker, and a clearance space (Figure 3).

Two kinds of circulation areas into or between spaces can be defined in the circulation loop: frequently passing spaces and critical areas where several persons have to meet at the same time. Clear widths of each space must be large enough for disabled people movements. Complying with anthropometric data standards ensures enough space for able-bodied as well as for disabled people to move freely and safely (ISO 7250).

Space fitting must be optimised, secured, adapted to everyone and identically reconfigurable from session to session. To relevantly place furniture and BCI equipments, it is important to notably worry about workspace brightness, desk orientation keeping in mind circulation and communication between protagonists (Corlett and Clark, 2009). All elements need to be set through the spaces depending on their bulk and their frequency of use such as to reduce awkward postures or moving constraints and to extend time-saving (ISO 6385).

Finally, it is important to organise space while thinking about people communication. With disabled people, the direct communication channels can be either verbal or written ones, or using a keyboard combined with a speech synthesis. Indirect channels carrying the message during experiments can be microphones

**Figure 3. Space fitting and circulation of all the protagonists inside the RBCIE**
combined with loudspeakers in both spaces. Video surveillance equipment as well as bay-windows can help to make sure of subject well-being, stillness and safety. Indirect communication channels can also be used to carry warning signals from the subject to the experimenter.

4.1.3. User comfort

For both experimenters and users, a BCI experiment in a RBCIE can be viewed as a workplace where work periods, characterised by their physical fatigue effects, their duration, accuracy and repetitiveness, are punctuated by rest periods during which energy expense is minimised. Work usually implies complex and simple gestures as well as working postures, and requires some mental workload inducing intellectual and/or emotional constraints and intellectual fatigue. Studies have shown that the design and ambience (lighting, thermal, sound) of working spaces affect user comfort, motivation, stress tolerance and well-being and that these factors impact on error and accident rates, productivity and work quality.

Veitch et al. (2008) have shown that, when given control over their lighting, workers will vary their lighting choices according to the tasks they are doing in order to maximize their performance. Workers who were satisfied with their lighting considered the space to be more attractive, were happier, more comfortable and more satisfied with their environment and their work (Newsham et al., 2004).

Thermal comfort, defined as the state of mind that expresses satisfaction with the surrounding environment has also an impact on user performance (Van Hoof et al., 2010). ISO/TS 14415/ 2005 Standard provides criteria and methods for the assessment of the thermal comfort of the disabled.

Noise also has effects on stress and mental performances (Belojevic et al., 1992). Wall, floor or ceiling absorbent materials as well as an appropriate partitioning of furniture across spaces can restraint the different noise sources and their reverberations.

Colours also affect minds. Except for safety elements, choosing cool, sober, soothing colours primarily helps keep people mind more serene, and secondly avoids eye strain caused by strong contrasts (Stone and English, 1998).

4.1.4. User mental comfort

The user’s mindset highly impacts on the experimentation success. Nevertheless, stress factors can be limited by focusing on the subject well-being all along BCI experiment sessions making his disability adaptation process easier as well as his psychological acceptance (Louise-Bender et al., 2002). Indeed, the experimenter can highly contribute to make the subject feel secure all along the experiment. People management factors such as consistency, respect, inclusion, trust and honesty have a decisive influence on experimentation sessions. Therefore, the sessions have to be adapted to the needs and the difficulties of the subject regarding these factors which implies consideration to the subject and respect of the differences. During sessions, if the experimenter totally masters both room spaces and BCI system, he has no
ment overload and can focus on the human aspect (discussing, reassuring, and inducing a mutual confidence feeling). To ascertain the experimentation feasibility, a meeting, well before the experimentation itself, leads to reduce the experiment duration and avoid any subject disappointment. Thus, the experimenter may check the most important aspects to discuss with the subject prior to the experiment, and make sure of his well-understanding. The patient will feel reassured if he is informed that he may stop the experiment whenever he wants. At the end of this meeting, a written protocol, as well as an informed consent form, is signed by the patient to well define the performed study and the expected results, and also to guarantee the experiment reproducibility and then the comparison of the results. A relatively extendable time can be devoted at the beginning of the experiment to introduce the RBCIE environment and equipment to the subject according to his stress tolerance and his understanding capabilities. This will help the subject to feel unworried, relaxed and at ease. Then, during the recordings, the most guided and coercive phase of the experiment, the protagonists are very much in demand which requires optimum concentration. At the end of the experiment, an interview phase can also help the subject to feel confident. During this step, the experimenter can yield an experience background to the subject, and can write down the expressed subject feelings and his expected improvements.

4.2. Daily life usage

Nowadays, one of the main challenges in BCIs is to go out of the laboratories. A halfway solution is to move towards in vivo experiments in a RBCIE where subjects can proceed more or less freely while experimenters observe subject and device behaviour. In this perspective, a modular home design of the RBCIE will help to highlight interactions, to analyse required constraints and skills and to understand disability (Quek et al., 2011).

4.2.1. Modular home design

To experiment BCI systems before their transfer to patient homes, the RBCIE can be fitted out with household furniture and equipments to validate the BCI in quasi-real conditions. It is thus possible to artificially generate and control environmental perturbations to measure their influence on the system by properly equipping the RBCIE. Television or radio background noise, sudden light variation or verbal interjection can be easily generated. The daylight lighting can be controlled by window blinds. Thermal conditions can be controlled by fan equipments, air-conditioning or thermostatic-based heating systems. In vivo experimentations can highly contribute to the reliability and robustness improvement of the BCIs before their transfer to patient homes. In addition, it is possible in such a facility to set up failure scenarios in safety conditions to study the subject and system behaviours in such situations. Moreover, setting in vivo experiments in a RBCIE can contribute to set up optimal maintenance and updating procedures such as to make the system as user transparent and automatically controlled as possible.
4.2.2. Usable systems

According to ISO 9241-11, usability is defined as "The extent to which a product can be used by specified users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction in a specified context of use". The interface usability is defined in the literature according to its efficiency of use, the user subjective satisfaction, its easiness of learning or remembering and its error rate. Thus, Nielsen (1993) defines ten heuristics for guiding the evaluation of HMI system usability while Bastien and Scapin (1992) suggest eight heuristics. Most of those heuristics can be matched. However, the first author emphasizes the error aspect so that his criteria mainly aim at resolving them. The second author focuses more on adaptability and learning possibility.

Most of these usability criteria, developed for perceptive HMS, are relevant for non perceptive HMS with pattern recognition such as BCIs. Nevertheless, some of these criteria need to be readjusted in regard with BCI specificities. First, the mental workload of the subject associated to a particular task needs to be strong enough to force him to concentrate on only one task at a time to facilitate the detection of the associated mental state. It seems thus important to readjust the standard comfort zone related to the mental workload, not only to prevent the emergence of interferences but also to avoid the dilution of the signal in the noise while limiting the mental fatigue of the subject. Second, the match between system and the real world (compatibility criterion) requires the HMS to be compatible with the human beings and their habits. Affordance which is the ability of an object to suggest its own use is the pinnacle of human compatibility. In BCIs, this criterion is sometimes disregarded to the benefit of a discriminative efficiency of the patterns generated by the subject in terms of reliability and response time (Millan, 2003; Sepulveda et al., 2007; Bos et al., 2011). Thus, mental tasks are often far away from the actions usually performed by the subject such as a word association task to move a wheelchair (Galan et al., 2008). Third, in view of the flexibility and efficiency of use (adaptability criterion) relevant to BCIs, the system must adapt to the user, particularly to his individual characteristics, his novice or expert status, and his impairment. This criterion is crucial for BCIs because of many intra-subject and inter-subject's differences. Fourth, the BMI control by the user is highly related to the feedback which provides information on what the system is able to translate as the users' intent. This interpreted feedback is currently not synchronized with the user corrective and decisional process (Trejo et al., 2006).

Through in vivo experiments, the RBCIE can highly contribute to measure BCI systems usability, specifically when this latter has to be quantified by means of indirect measures or attributes such as the number of reported problems with ease-of-use, aesthetic, and comfort all along the usage.

Conclusion

In the literature, many authors relate the crucial need of developing BCIs while taking into account adaptability, autonomy, training methods, environment artefact
control, functionality, and aesthetics. This paper shows that human factors have to be the major concerns while designing BCI-based AT. To insure the ecological validity of such systems, it is essential to follow a user-centred design method involving the final user early in the design, and to experiment and evaluate BCIs with disabled people in daily life conditions. Thus, a dedicated and ergonomically designed room called RBCIE can help the research teams to reach this goal.

Testing the usability of already developed BCI systems through in vivo experiments would really help identify the applications transferable to the patient home with respect to his needs. This implies not only more experiment sessions with handicapped people, but also more assessments, more reviews and more feeling collection.
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